
Elf CastTM Instructions: 
1. Start by opening your new Elf CastTM kit. Separate all items and familiarize yourself with all of the 

items. You should prepare a clean work area with a protective covering as the cast material may leave 
some residue. Lay your elf in front of you. You will also need a pair of scissors. 

WARNING: Cast material will dry quickly. Use immediately upon opening! 

TIP: Use latex gloves while handling cast material! 

                                                

2. Locate the Pre-Wrap material (white thin foam). You may now trim this to the size that you would like your cast 
to be. For a leg you may want to keep the same length it is in now but for an arm you may prefer shorter. Take 
the trimmed Pre-Wrap and wrap it around the location on the arm or leg that you would like the cast. 

                     

3. Locate the cast material (silver vacuum sealed bag). Open the bag using the notched area on the bag or scissors. 
Trim material to match the same length of the Pre-Wrap. Carefully wrap cast material around the Pre-Wrap. 
                             

          

4. Allow the cast material to dry for at least 15 minutes. 
 

 

 

  



5. Locate the included card from Mrs. Claus. Fill out with the name of your elf as well as how your elf injured 
his/herself along with how many days of rest they need. 

                        

6. Leave the filled out card along with the Magic Elf PenTM so that everyone can help the elf get better by signing 
their cast! 

                 

                                                                      

7. Use scissors to carefully cut cast and remove from elf when ready. 
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